
Historic Black Perspectives on Confederate Commemoration
Introduction

Monuments and memorials to Confederate soldiers and
leaders began appearing in the United States shortly after
the Civil War ended. The advocates and dissenters of the
commemoration of Confederate monuments have
remained vocal throughout history, continuing with each
generation to our present day. This project focused on the
early Black voices discussing these monuments. It began
last year with the creation of a large collection of
perspectives, news reports, images, cartoons, and
advertisements from these historic newspapers. 

Due to copyright issues, we could not publish our
collection of newspaper articles. In order to be able to
make the details of our findings public, this summer, we
wrote short pieces detailing the Black coverage of specific
monuments and conflicts. 

Results
Our collection of materials was created by sifting through four different
archives: The Library of Congress, ProQuest, Newspapers.com, and Digital NC.
Our definition of monuments or memorials included statues, plaques,
sculptures, places named after Confederates, and the appearance of the
Confederate flag itself. We compiled the articles into categories of "editorials,"
"news," "images," "cartoons," and "other" according to the newspaper the
articles came from.

Olivia and Justin both explored the rich content of the database to discover
topics to write about. Putting ideas, themes, and topics together in their write-
ups, Olivia and Justin used a narrative structure to explain the history of
Confederate commemoration that Black newspapers and journalists told. They
captured the relationship between Black newspapers and different news
services, such as the Associated Press and the Associated Negro Press, as well
as the regional "hotbeds" of persistent commentating and important journalists
in the conversation.
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We wrote 34 articles in total this summer, ranging from topics
such as the proposal to build a "Mammy" monument in
Washington D.C. to Klan rallies at the Stone Mountain
monument in Georgia. We plan to publish the articles on a
website involving an interactive map in the future. 
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Liv focused on organizing all of the images, cartoons, and
advertisements that were accumulated during the
research process. Supporting Olivia and Justin in their writing,           
Liv created a series of sub-folders dedicated to depicting the
visual elements of specific monuments, ranging from those on
Monument Avenue in Richmond, VA, to New Orleans, LA, and
beyond.   


